
Chapter 4

Coast Artillery

C
OAST ARTILLERY had its origins in

the Tudor period and reached a peak

of sophistication in the late 19th

century with the construction of massive forts

and batteries, primarily to defend dockyards

such as Plymouth and Pembroke Dock. In

the Second World War two distinct roles are

discernible: close defence of ports to prevent

their capture by an invasion force and longer-

range weapons defending shipping. Most of

these fortifications were referred to as ‘emer-

gency batteries’, in contrast to the more estab-

lished batteries around the major dockyards

and ports, and were built around naval guns

that had remained in store since the First

World War. The primary role of emergency

batteries was seaward defence to guard the

approach channels to ports, landing places and

beaches against armed merchant vessels, trans-

ports, armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) carriers

and similar craft. Secondary roles included

assisting the Army in the defence of beaches

but direct fire landwards was only permitted

against targets that were visible to the battery.

There were 28 Emergency Batteries in the

South West, mostly at ports, but some, like that

at Sidmouth in Devon (TNA WO 166/298),

covering only potential landing beaches.

Minehead battery

Port defences are known from Minehead

(SHER 35359), which has relatively good

survival of documents. On 21 July GHQ

Home Forces reported to the War Office that

Figure 4.1: Minehead harbour Coast Artillery

battery. Compare with the plan on page 49. The partly

destroyed pier can also be seen (RAF S262/8703 36,

27/1/1941. English Heritage (NMR) RAF photo-

graphy).

the Admiralty had placed about 100 ex-naval

4-inch guns and possibly about 30 ex-naval 6-

inch guns at their disposal for coast defence

purposes. The lists for the deployment of these

guns showed that Minehead was allocated two

4-inch guns as priority 13 out of 28 emer-

gency batteries listed across Britain. The first

14 of these emergency batteries were reported

‘in action’ on 10 August 1940 but Minehead

was not included. All batteries were reported

as being ‘in action’ by 24 August and it is

assumed that Minehead was declared ‘in action’

between these dates (TNA WO 166/11). The

battery was visited by the Commander Corps

Medium Artillery (CCMA) from 8 Corps on

16 August 1940. The CCMA was a brigadier

responsible at that time for all Coast Artil-
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lery in the 8 Corps area of Somerset, Devon

and Cornwall (WO 166/303). Later, when

the Severn Defences were established, the

new batteries and Portishead came under HQ

Western Command.

The battery was initially manned by

51 Heavy Regiment Royal Artillery (RA)

commanded from Portland. They were

replaced by 400 Coast Battery RA, part of 20

Coast Artillery Group (later 558 Coast Regi-

ment RA), which was established at the Marine

Hotel, Instow (Devon) and controlled batteries

at Appledore, Instow and Ilfracombe as well as

Minehead (TNA WO 166/1757). The battery

comprised officers from the Territorial Army

and Officer Emergency Reserve with NCOs

drawn from ‘various branches of the regiment’.

(The term ‘regiment’ used here is assumed

to refer to the Royal Regiment of Artillery in

its widest sense and not the Coast Defence

Group or 51 Heavy Regiment). The remainder

of the manpower was ‘Army Class’ personnel

between the ages of 25 and 30, who had

been called up three months previously. The

newly-trained 400 Battery took over at 1800

hours on 5 December 1940. The battery was

commanded by a captain and had a strength

of three officers and 93 other ranks, which

enabled the two guns to be constantly manned.

This establishment was reduced in January

1941 to two officers and 80 other ranks (TNA

WO 166/1862) and there also seems to have

been Home Guard involvement (Hawkins

1988, 130, Hurley 1978, 57) but no references

have been found in The National Archives.

Their situation at Minehead is described

(TNA WO 166/1862: 4 December 1940):

The battery position consists

of two guns and emplacements

disguised as small houses, which also

contain the two duty watch shelters,

and a separate BOP on the quay at

Minehead Harbour. Billets are in

a loft over a large coal shed at the

entrance to the quay and in the Pier

Hotel about 40 yds [36m] away.

The Battery Observation Post (BOP)

contained a 9-foot (2.7m) Barr and Stroud

optical range finder and was connected by

internal telephones, tannoys and light indic-

ators to each gun and the searchlights. The

guns were 4-inch Mk VII ex-naval BL guns

(TNA WO 166/1757) which fired 31lb (14kg)

high explosive (HE) or armour piercing (AP)

shells to a maximum range of 17,000 yards

(15.5km). Emergency batteries, however, were

limited from firing ‘until the enemy began to

lose sea room some three to four [5–6.5km]

miles from the shore’ (Collier 1957, 131).

This policy ensured that the battery remained

concealed for as long as possible. Owing to

the limited accuracy of the available range

finders and the shortage of shells, a general

order was given that no ex-naval service guns

should open fire at ranges of over 6000 yards

(2.7km, TNA WO 166/11). This limitation

would also have helped to overcome the

lack of experience of the newly trained gun

crews. The 4-inch guns were not ideal and it

was noted by the Tri-service Coast Defence

Committee in February 1941 that a 4-inch gun

was insufficient to stop a merchant vessel but

batteries with 6-inch guns were considered to

be effective (TNA WO 199/1110).

As noted on page 14, the Minehead battery

was expected to liaise with the Naval Officer

in Command, Swansea but as the 20 Coast

Artillery Group war-diary records, ‘this liaison

appears to have been non-existent for a consid-

erable time.’ (TNA WO 166/1757). The

problemwas resolved on 31 January 1941 when

Admiral (retired) Casement was installed as

Resident Naval Officer (RNO) Watchet (see

page 13). Liaison with the Royal Navy was

vital to ensure that coast batteries did not

expose friendly warships with their searchlights

or mistake them for hostile forces and engage

them with fire. The Navy also controlled port

entry by merchant shipping and the registra-

tion, issue of permits and immobilisation of

fishing vessels as well as any local restrictions

on their use. Before the RNO Watchet was

appointed, the battery commander at Minehead
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Figure 4.2: Minehead harbour Coast Artillery battery. Plan prepared to show defences of the battery against ground

attack (TNA WO 166/1842).

was responsible for obtaining a list of fishing

boats and ensuring his battery was ‘informed

whenever a boat leaves the harbour, where it

is going, its probable time of return and actual

time of return. Fishermen will be warned that

if they do not comply with the instructions,

which are made largely for their own safety,

they may be forbidden to leave harbour.’

The RNO or Coastguards (who were

controlled by the Navy) were to be immediately

consulted if any vessel did not identify itself

correctly or approached harbour during dark-

ness or had been challenged by firing a ‘bring-

to’ round across its bows and failed to stop.

The order stated, ‘If she does not stop, she will

be destroyed’ (TNA WO 166/1757: 20 Coast

Artillery Group OpOrder 1 dated 16 Jan 1941).

A direct telephone line was provided between

Minehead battery and the HQRNOWatchet to

allow communication. The battery commander

also had to consult the RNO about the level of

the maritime threat before allowing his battery

to reduce the state of operational readiness.

Reduced readiness could be permitted if the

RNO considered that the state of the weather

made it impossible for shipping to approach

within range, The RNO was also responsible

for liaison with the Army chain of command

and for informing them and the Coast Artil-

lery, which was under Army command, of any

warships that were approaching within three

miles (5km) of the coast and thus avoiding

any chance of causing an invasion scare (TNA

WO 166/1757).

Construction works to improve the battery

continued, and in March 1941 an anti-aircraft

searchlight arrived to be used in an anti-

shipping role; a shed was requisitioned for its

generator. Unfortunately, at this date, 20 Coast

Artillery Group ceased to be an independent
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Figure 4.3: Coast artillery and other artillery defences on the Somerset side of the Bristol Channel, together with the

Severn Defences. The area of beach that could be fired on by Steep Holm South is also indicated, see page 56. Note

that not all these sites were operational at the same time.

unit and, on becoming part of 558 Coast Regi-

ment, was no-longer required to keep a war-

diary so detailed information ceases.

In September 1941 each battery provided the

regiment with a plan for its own defences which

gives a good idea of the layout (Figure 4.2 on

the previous page). The two guns stood on

the harbour wall with Lewis anti-aircraft light

machine guns adjacent and also the Battery

Observation Post. The searchlight position

(SHER 28641) is shown on the remains of

the pier, which had been substantially removed

in August 1941 to improve the arc of fire of

the battery north-westwards along the coast

(SHER 35506). Before the searchlight arrived,

the battery had four Ryder flares (pyrotechnic

lights) to illuminate targets. Minehead did not

have an ‘examination service’ with boats that

could intercept and board incoming vessels to

check them and relied on the coastguards to

identify friendly shipping.

Two practice shoots are recorded in war-

diaries. One daytime shoot, on 27 March

1941, comprised five full charge rounds from

each gun at a towed target. On 27 September

1941 a night practice shoot was carried out

and 30 rounds were fired. The shoot was

observed by the Commander Corps Royal

Artillery (Brigadier Sir Colin Jardine) from 8

Corps (TNA WO 166/1757).

The battery was short-lived as early in the

following year, on 12 February 1942, ‘the two
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4-inch BL naval guns, mountings and ammuni-

tion at Minehead (400) Battery were removed

being urgently needed for return to the Navy’

but the gunners themselves stayed until April

when they moved to the Helford river in Corn-

wall to establish another new battery (TNA

WO 166/7178). The guns at Ilfracombe were

removed two days after Minehead’s, and Instow

was placed in a state of ‘care and maintenance’

on 11 August.

At Minehead, the only survivals are two

ammunition lockers built into the harbour

wall and an ‘engine house’ of standard type

(SHER 16579). This would have contained

the generators and was presumably built after

the war-diary ended to replace the requisitioned

shed.

Defence of Watchet harbour

In September 1940 plans were made to emplace

two 4-inch static guns for the defence of

Watchet Harbour but these never materialised.

After the withdrawal of the guns from Mine-

head, a requirement for the replacement of four

4-inch guns in the Minehead area (including

presumably two for Watchet) remained on the

Coastal Defence Committee list. However, two

6-pounder short guns from First World War

tanks (allocated from 16 guns removed from

the Taunton Stop Line in 1941) were deployed

to cover the western approaches to the harbour

and were later moved to a commanding posi-

tion on the east side of the harbour mouth.

The Watchet Home Guard manned these

guns from 26 July 1941 (TNA WO 199/1638).

These guns had a limited practical range of

perhaps 600 yards (5.5km) and the 6lb (2.7kg)

shell would be significantly less powerful than

the ‘insufficient’ 31lb (14kg) shell of a 4-inch

naval gun. Scant remains of the rear of

one emplacement survive above the harbour

(SHER 35392). The use of the static Bofors

AA guns sited at the Doniford AA range to

cover the approach to the harbour mouth has

been mentioned above.

Avonmouth and Portishead

Both Dobinson (1996) and Hogg (1974) list an

Avonmouth battery at South Pier but neither

gives sources or locations. Dobinson also

mentions that in 1916 the Avonmouth (South

Pier) Battery was equipped with two 4.7-inch

QF naval guns. No mention of this battery has

been found in any National Archives sources

of Second World War date but Portishead

Battery, which covered the approaches to

Avonmouth, is sometimes referred to as Avon-

mouth (Portishead).

Portishead had an emergency battery with

two 6-inch naval guns installed on the beach

battery site below the old First World War

battery. These guns fired a 100lb (45kg)

shell and had a maximum range of 14,000

yards (12.8km), but were restricted to 11,000

yards (10km). There is also mention (TNA

WO 199/1638) of a 3-pounder gun and, in

1943, practice firing of both a 2-inch UP (anti-

aircraft rocket) and a 75mm gun. Two coast

artillery searchlights were provided, which were

capable of illuminating ships out to about 4000

yards (3.7km). These searchlights gave the

battery the capability of engaging targets using

one light while still being able to observe over

their arc of fire with the other. There was

also a single beach light that could illuminate

the shoreline which was sited so that beach

defences were not illuminated for the enemy.

The battery had a similar role to that of

the Minehead battery but included support of

the Examination Service. It was manned by

365 Coast Battery RA formed at ‘Avonmouth

near Bristol at 1800 hours on 26 June 1940’

(TNA WO 199/523). The first entry in the

battery war-diary (TNA WO 166/1842) is the

same day, when 55 soldiers were posted into the

battery referred to as ‘The Fort’. The battery

was incorporated into the Severn Defences and

from 12 July 1942, it was manned by the Home

Guard, the task falling to 7th Somerset (Long

Ashton) Battalion. Training proceeded with

the first Home Guard practice being fired on

6 December 1942.
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Figure 4.4: Remains of one of the two 6-inch gun emplacements at Brean Down. Compare this with the contem-

porary painting of an identical emplacement on Steep Holm on the cover of this volume. The ring bolt for mounting the

gun lies in the centre with the cut-off remains of the supports for the plastic armour roof around it. Birnbeck Pier can

be seen in the distance (Somerset County Council HER, 1995).

The Severn defences

With the increase in shipping across the

Atlantic, the ports of the Bristol Channel

became important arrival points for convoyed

vessels. By its nature, the convoy system meant

that large numbers of ships arrived at port

at once and each ship would have to wait its

turn to unload. Ports, particularly Cardiff,

were improved and working practices changed

to unload cargoes as quickly as possible and

sort them later, but ships waiting at sea were

still vulnerable to attack from the air and by

sea. Moreover the port installations at Penarth,

Cardiff, Newport and Bristol (Avonmouth and

Portishead) were vulnerable targets to attack

from the sea. The scale of the perceived

threat was defined in the Coast Defence Recon-

naissance Report of 17 November 1940 as ‘a

raid by 8-inch cruisers, destroyers and E-boats’

(TNA WO 166/11). What the authors of the

assessment seem to have in mind was that the

Germans had deployed similarly constituted

assault forces with spectacular success to spear-

head their invasion of Norway on 9 April 1940.

Gunfire from the 8-inch cruisers Hipper and

Blücher (sunk by torpedo during the attack on

Oslo Fjord), other cruisers and destroyers had

been used to suppress the coast defences to

prepare the way and land forces of between 900

and 2000 troops (Roskill 1954, 163–4).

The termE-boats is an entirely British inven-

tion which was often initially used for German

light naval forces in general. Later it became

equated with the heavy fast motor-torpedo

boats that the Germans called Schnellboote or S-

Boote. By November 1940 two flotillas of these

were already making a reputation for them-

selves by the ferocity of their attacks from their

bases in occupied Belgium and Holland on
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coastal convoys in the Straits of Dover and off

the east coast of England (Roskill 1954, 324,

329). The initial assessment was reinforced

by further definition of the perceived threat in

a report of 28 March 1941 where ‘the scale

of the attack might be: (i) Invasion: Landing

from merchant vessels supported by cruisers

and destroyers, or (ii) Bombardment by cruisers

and destroyers’ (TNA WO 166/11).

To counter this, the Victorian fortification

line across the Bristol Channel was re-armed

in late 1941 to block sea-borne attack from the

west (Figure 4.3 on page 50). Batteries were

established at Lavernock in Wales (Saunders

et al. 2001), Brean Down in Somerset (van der

Bijl 2000; Webster 2001) and on the islands

of Steep Holm (Rendell 1981, Legg 1991) and

Flat Holm (Barrett 1992). Lavernock had been

rebuilt with modern armament in 1900 but new

works were required at the other three sites.

Flat Holmwas armed with 4.5-inch anti-aircraft

guns for its dual role while Brean Down and

Steep Holm received 6-inch ex-naval guns.

The assessment of November 1940

considered that, ‘the defences provided by

6-inch and 4-inch naval equipments will be

inadequate, and should be replaced by coast

defence equipments when available’ and that

‘an attack which these defences are intended

to break up, is most likely to take place in

thick weather, when visibility in the Bristol

Channel seldom exceeds 3000 yards [2.7km].

It is therefore considered most important

that Coast Defence RDF [radar] sets should

be provided as may be considered necessary’

(TNA WO 166/11).

The report noted that the main channels

ran between Lavernock Point and Flat Holm

(5000 yards, 4.5km) and Flat Holm and Steep

Holm (4200 yards, 3.8km) and that Flat Holm

commanded the whole water area of any attack.

The distance between Steep Holm and Brean

Down was 5300 yards (4.8km). During low

visibility, an attack developing towards either

of the main channels and suddenly turning

would be better observed from Flat Holm than

from elsewhere. The report also stated that

there were no naval defences in the area but

‘it is believed that a mine-field to cover a large

sea area between the islands and mainland is

contemplated.’ It appears that the minefield

was never laid probably because it would have

rendered extremely hazardous any access to the

ports of the upper Bristol Channel.

The report states that there was an exam-

ination battery at Nells Point but ‘owing to

the width of the channel, hostile craft could

pass examination vessels and battery, during

reduced visibility, without observation’ (TNA

WO 166/11). An incident occurred on 13 June

1941 when the Bristol Channel Coast Artil-

lery fired their first shot in semi-anger at 0700

hours fromNells Point. A small ‘tanker’ seen at

about 1700 yards (1.5km) by 130 Coast Battery

failed to hoist signals. One ‘bring-to’ round

was fired but the vessel sailed on into the mist.

It was later identified as SS Overton bound for

Burnham-on-Sea (John Penny, pers. comm.).

The Admiralty successfully argued the need

for anti-aircraft defences for Flat Holm and

suggested dual-purpose guns using 4.5-inch

HAA guns mounted in specially designed

emplacements. These guns were positioned in

two separate batteries each of two guns (Flat

Holm North on the west side of the island

and Flat Holm South on the south-east side

near to the lighthouse), together with a gun-

laying radar and fire control predictors. The

guns had modified carriages to allow them to

depress to engage surface targets and were

mounted in uniquely-designed open emplace-

ments allowing fire in both roles but retained

the normal steel protective housing as used by

such guns in the AA role (see Figure 5.1 on

page 58). The guns were incorporated into

the Cardiff Gun Defended Area as Site J16

(Dobinson 2001, 292).

Steep Holm received four ex-naval 6-inch

guns: two batteries, each of two guns in sepa-

rate emplacements, were built on the sites of

two of the former Victorian batteries. Steep

Holm South Battery was sited on the former

Garden Battery on the south-east side of the

island facing towards Bridgwater Bay and Steep
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Figure 4.5: Coast Artillery searchlight on Steep

Holm. The searchlight was sited in a low position to

maximise the area of sea swept by the narrow beam

(David Hunt, 2001).

Holm North Battery on the Summit Battery

on the west end of the island facing towards

Lavernock Point. Each battery was equipped

with two Coast Artillery searchlights powered

by generators in protected buildings at each

battery site. These searchlight were positioned

as low as possible on ledges in the cliffs to

enable them to sweep the sea more effect-

ively in the search for suspected enemy craft

(Figure 4.5). A single Battery Observation Post

(BOP) was built directly on the site of the

former Rudder Point Battery at the western

end of the island. Six static Bofors AA guns

were also deployed on single-gun sites across

the island (Legg 1991, map in preface, 102).

The normal range of spring tides in this part

of the Bristol Channel is 12m which makes

landing on both islands difficult at certain states

of the tide, particularly at Steep Holm as on

a falling tide a race develops over the shingle

bank to the east of the island adjoining the

only landing beach (TNA WO 166/11). Work

started on the fortifications of Steep Holm on

6 July 1942 (Penny pers. comm.). The steep

cliffs and only two small beaches whose access

was limited by the weather and state of the tide

made it difficult to land men and materials. It

was first necessary for the Army to construct

two piers and a zigzag tramway with winches

up a cliff path to the summit of the island to

allow stores and material to be landed, winched

up to the top of the island and then pulled by

mules on further tramways to the building sites.

The four 6-inch guns were delivered by tank

landing craft on 30 September and 1 October

1941. All supplies were shipped from Barry in

south Wales and after a typhoid outbreak on

the island all fresh water had to be brought by

sea (van der Bijl 2000, 100). To weather and

tide, the frequent mining of the Bristol Channel

added to the difficulties of landing stores.

There are detailed records for the construc-

tion of the jetties on the islands and for

the plans to treat Brean Down as an off-

shore island of Wales where the Commander,

Fixed Defences, Severn was based (TNA

WO 166/3937). The military records for Steep

Holm and Brean Down appear to have been

lost but the Flat Holm (TNA WO 192/155)

and Lavernock fort record books survive (TNA

WO 192/316, WO 192/317). The Second

World War remains at Lavernock are frag-

mentary but there are extensive remains at

Brean Down and, particularly, Steep Holm

and Flat Holm where the transport difficulties

made clearance less attractive. At both sites are

concrete emplacements for the guns, together

with crew rooms, observation posts, search-

light emplacements, engine houses and large

numbers of hut bases for the accommodation

buildings: nearly 30 remain at Brean Down

(Figure 4.4 on page 52; Webster 2001).

A particular feature of the Steep Holm and

Brean Down batteries was the use of plastic

armour consisting of granite chips embedded

in a 2¾inch-thick (70mm) layer of mastic (a

bituminous cement like asphalt) poured onto

¾-inch (18mm) steel plates to provide over-

head cover for the gun house (Figure 4.6

on the facing page). The plates of armour,

which were supported on a grid of 5- by

6-inch (128 x 155mm) steel H-girders, had

been originally developed by the Royal Navy’s

Department of Miscellaneous Weapons Devel-

opment to provide lightweight bullet-proof

protection for merchant ships bridges and gun

positions against machine gun fire from aircraft

– a welcome innovation for the ships of the
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Figure 4.6: Sections of surviving plastic armour roof at Steep Holm South Battery. Most of the armour has been

removed to prevent the collapse of the steel frame. Brean Down can be seen in the background (Chris Webster, 1995).

coastal convoys routed to and from the Bristol

Channel to London and the south-east of

England through the English Channel (Pawle

2009, 52–57). A key feature of the plate, which

was officially designated ‘Plastic Protective

Plating’, was that it was non-magnetic and did

not affect magnetic navigation compasses.

By 7 April 1942 the Bristol Channel artil-

lery had become operational (John Penny pers.

comm.) as ‘Fixed Defences Severn’ under the

Army’s Western Command, which covered

Wales and the West Midlands; the south-west

peninsula was part of Southern Command

which can make finding records for these sites

complicated. Shortly afterwards in May 1942 a

Coast Defence/Chain Home Low (CD/CHL)

radar in the surface watching role was estab-

lished on North Hill, Minehead some 20 miles

(32km) to the west (see page 68), which would

have considerably enhanced the early warning

of craft entering the Bristol Channel.

Legg records that Major David Benger, who

was a staff officer in Fixed Defences Severn

voiced concern about their possible effective-

ness when engaging fast-moving E-boats (then

thought to have a maximum speed of 34.5

knots and known to be highly manoeuvrable,

TNA WO 208/2969): ‘Given fast moving

targets like E-boats, the only thing possible was

locating them by searchlight and then enga-

ging them over open sights at close range’

(Legg 1991, 100). This would have presented

a particular challenge to the 4.5-inch dual role

guns on Flat Holm which as anti-aircraft guns

were not equipped with direct fire sights. The

original assessment of November 1940 had

envisaged installation of 12- and 6-pounder

guns at Newport and Cardiff to cope with this

particular threat (TNA WO 166/11).

Proposals to establish a long-range battery

at Nells Point and Nash Point on the Welsh

coast or at Hurlstone Point on the west
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Somerset coast were rejected by the Coast

Defence Committee on 2 May 1942 as the

only advantage gained would be the extension

of the 6-inch gun cover further to seaward

by day in conditions of good visibility (TNA

WO 199/1111, 4 May 1942).

The run-down of the Severn Defences

began in March 1943 when Steep Holm South

Battery ceased operations and was put on a

care-and-maintenance basis. Under the ‘Flood

Tide’ plan implemented by Western Command

on 20 October 1943, the batteries at Laver-

nock, Brean Down and Steep Holm North

ceased to have an operational role and were

reduced to care-and-maintenance status. On 1

April 1944 orders were issued for disbanding

the Headquarters Fixed Severn Defences and

by July all batteries had been put on care-

and-maintenance. 184 Battery continued to

have a presence at Portishead where an officer

and eight men were placed under the Home

Guard (Mixed) Battery (van der Bijl 2000, 115–

17). Seaward-firing practices continued during

1944 at Portishead and are known to have

taken place during June, August, October and

November. The Home Guard stood down

on 1 November 1944 and shortly after, on

18 December, both batteries on Flat Holm

became non-operational (John Penny pers.

comm.).

AA guns in other roles

At some coastal anti-aircraft gun sites, guns

were able to engage surface vessels and these

sites were given a secondary anti-shipping role.

These included four static 3.7-inch guns at each

of four sites at Bristol (Lodge Farm, Pilning, St

George’s Wharf and Rockingham), two static

3-inch guns (Figure 4.7) at Uphill and four

static 40mm Bofors guns at the ‘Watchet AA

Practice Camp’ (presumably Doniford). The

Uphill, St George’s Wharf and Rockingham

sites were also identified as ‘capable of firing

Figure 4.7: A 3-inch anti-aircraft gun on the Doni-

ford ranges before the war. The same type was used

at Uphill in both anti-aircraft and anti-shipping roles

(courtesy Vernon Stone from a postcard by HH Hole).

beach barrages’ (TNA WO 166/298: 8 Corps

Defence Scheme Annex T: Coast Artillery).

It was also noted that, under ‘certain condi-

tions’, the two 6-inch guns at Steep Holm

South Battery were capable of firing ‘beach

barrages’ onto most of Berrow Flats.

Conclusion

Although the Coast Artillery along the

Somerset coast and in the Severn Defences

never fired a seawards shot in anger, they

were deployed and reorganised to counter

changing perceived threats, none of which ever

materialised. Nevertheless they would have

formed a deterrent to enemy naval action as

important components of the defences of the

ports of the upper Bristol Channel and their

approaches. As will be discussed in Chapter 5,

the dual role guns on Flat Holm also played

their part in the anti-aircraft defences of these

same ports.
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